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a marriage 
made in  
gaming heaven

Scratch Cards and Instant win games comprise over half of the U.S. 
lotteries’ sales. And they are coming on strong in Europe now too. Brand 
licensing and increased price-points have been the main drivers in the 
U.S. market. The Internet is what’s driving the more recent burst of sales 
in Europe. European lotteries have been into Internet gaming for many 
years and are discovering the appeal that Instant Scratchers have for I-
gaming players. The U.S. lotteries that have long been tapping into play-
ers love for Instant Scratchers in the off-line world are now moving into 
Internet gaming. The combination of Scratch Cards/Instant win games 
and the Internet is the marriage made in heaven that is taking both mar-
kets by storm. 

And now, after the first few years of togetherness, the relationship just 
keeps getting better and better. The success of Internet-based Instant 
Scratchers in Europe is telling, but reflects a small fraction of the poten-
tial for the U.S. market. Internet gaming in Europe is already saturated 
with options and competition for the players’ attention. That’s not the 
case in the U.S. where most forms of i-gaming are currently prohibited. 
U.S. players are anxious for new product and game offerings to be of-
fered on the Internet. Too, the U.S. players have long had a love affair 
with Instant Scratchers. With over 50% of their revenues from Instant 
Scratchers, the U.S. lotteries are ideally positioned to introduce that 
incredible customer base to a whole new level of enjoyment of their fa-
vorite games. We have always known that the interactive and instant 
gratification characteristics of Instants are very appealing to the players. 
What’s taking everything to a whole new level is the ability of the Inter-
net to incorporate even more interesting player-engagement features and 
game constructs. 

Lotteries have been talking about the importance of reaching the 
“younger demographic”. How ironic is it that “dot com” commercial I-
gaming operators are now looking enviously at the traditional lottery 
customer base as being the far more desirable one to have! What they are 
discovering is what lotteries have known all along (but maybe not ap-
preciated!). The 35 + demographic is more loyal, stable, has more money, 
and is more interested in the game itself than the social. Sure, the 20 to 
35 age group is more adventurous and willing to try new things. But that 
can translate to fickle, less loyal, and more likely to move onto something 
new without even a polite peck on the cheek. And Lottery has core as-
sets that no other gaming provider has. Leveraging those assets - their 
fantastic brand credibility, their customer base of millions of consumers, 
their tremendous portfolio of products, their intimate understanding of 
games informed by decades of gaming industry experience – leveraging 
those assets into an I-gaming strategy that is built on Instant Scratchers 
is capturing the imagination of the players and re-establishing Brand Lot-
tery as the coolest kid on the block. Brand Lottery already dominates by 
most financial and market penetration metrics. Now it’s time to reclaim 

its status as the progressive and innovative leader in the gaming industry. 

Following are the key ingredients for accomplishing that: 

1 Partner with the best of breed Provider – find the 
supplier of choice who focuses on the games you wish to offer and has the 
most advanced and wide offering. Your partner should bring the relevant 
internet proficiency and experience into the partnership by knowing how 
to drive revenues and optimize online activity.

2 offer a wide variety of games – There’s no reason to 
keep repeating the same games, or a limited selection of games. There are 
new approaches to game engine logic that provide powerful platforms for 
identifying the cause-effect relationships between product attributes and 
player response. The business of keeping the games and player experience 
in a constant state of refresh has actually been automated. 

3 Use the internet to enhance the traditional 
lottery ProdUcts – Lottery customers have grown to love the 
traditional games. The Internet enables the Lottery to endow those tra-
ditional games with exciting, innovative, and interactive concepts. The 
result is that Lottery can now leverage its tremendous assets back into a 
high-growth cycle. And the player gets a major refresh while getting to 
stay with what they know and love. It really is the best of both worlds for 
both player and operator. 

4 fresh content on a monthly basis - Fresh content is 
important to improve player loyalty and site stickiness. It provides the 
ongoing reason for players to return to the website and results in in-
creased average yield per player. In addition, it allows targeting a wider 
player demographic, by introducing different games to appeal to different 
play styles and preferences.

5 localized games – Taking popular games from the offline, both 
of successful printed cards as well as local games that are known by the 
public, will facilitate player engagement in the online arena, especially 
for new internet players. 

The goal is to build a platform that supports a dynamic and evolving 
relationship with the players. The players expect the wide variety of op-
tions and game concepts to be refreshed on a regular basis. Giving the 
players what they want has never been more do-able, both on a techno-
logical level and from a political/regulatory point of view. Giving the 
players what they want, updating the image and appeal of Brand Lottery, 
staying aligned with regulatory requirements, generating more income 
for Good Causes … all this and more adds up to a win for everyone. 

Major innovation is also driving the success of the Instant Scratch-
offs space. Adding graphically enhanced 3D elements, video animations, 
audio, and other fun and interactive features are key to engaging the 
players interest in the online environment. The Internet enables tailored 
marketing programs to take into account individual player styles and 
preferences, CRM programs to cross-sell new products and promotions, 
and new ideas that can be tested and refined at a fraction of the cost in 
the off-line world. The potential for creative new concepts to sustain a 
whole new era of growth is limited only by our imagination. 

Appealing to its core players while also attracting new demographic 
profiles is the key strategic mission for Lottery. The amazing convergence 
of those goals is now fully enabled by the Internet. NeoGames’ mission 
is to empower Lottery to step into that space with the forward-looking 
products and services that migrate the huge success lotteries have in 
the off-line world onto the Internet. With a complete suite of I-gaming 
scratch cards, instant win games, slots and lottery products, NeoGames is 
dedicated to helping its clients expand into a whole new era of sustain-
able growth and prosperity. u

Please visit us at www.neogames.com.




